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A Letter From the Oblate Director —
Brother Edmund Ebbers, O.S.B.
Dear Oblate brothers and sisters:
These days can be trying times for many as we cope with the spread of COVID-19. We must try
not to become paranoid when hearing or reading the reports. The media has certainly drummed into our
heads what we must and must not do. Let us strive to keep ourselves focused on the Spiritual life and use
our common sense.
It is very unfortunate that churches have had to close their doors, but this must not stop us from our
worship. Instead we take and find a new direction in how we carry out our worship.
Some parishes have been able to go on line and broadcast the Liturgies. I found out that St.
Michael’s Parish in Olympia is doing this. I was told that there is Bishop’s Mass that is done this way as
well. EWTN (Global Catholic Television Network) also offers ways to stay connected to our spiritual life.
It is suggested that when viewing Mass that you feel free to participate as if you were there in person.
Spiritual communion or communion of desire is always an option at these services.
Here at St. Martin’s we are unable to offer video services because we do not have internet in the
Abbey Church. We have had to lock the church doors for Mass and Divine Office.
If you don’t have the availability of viewing Mass, then the next step is to pray the readings of
Mass and devote meditation time especially on Sundays and Feast days. These days can be more beneficial
if we use our time for more private prayer, silence and reflection.
Here at the Abbey we are doing well, no one sick as of this writing. The Monastic community does
have plans should anyone have any symptoms of illness. The University students and professors are all
using on-line teaching. Some students are staying on campus while others choose to go to their home and
do their course work. Students come to the cafeteria to pick up food and leave. We are all using common
sense and taking precautions.
At the last Oblate meeting we had about eight persons show for the lecture. Should there be a
cancelation of Oblate Sunday we will be sending out emails to that effect.
Please play and pray safely.
In St. Benedict I am, Brother Edmund. Ebbers OSB
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Many of you have heard that Abbot Neal is planning to retire as the end of May. This
means this edition will carry his last Reflection. He has plans to go away for several
months for rest, personal reflection, and give the next Abbot time to get his footing.
Please pray for our community as we discern the Holy Spirit as to who is to take the
helm and lead us forward.

Abbot’s Reflection by Abbot Neal Roth, OSB
Some time ago I reread a sermon by Blessed Abbot Isaac
of Stella. He wrote: “Why can I not patiently bear the
weaknesses I see in my brother, which, either out of
necessity or because of physical or moral weakness,
cannot be corrected?” That was written in the 1100’s! It is
no news that we live in a very imperfect world, an
imperfect society, an imperfect family, an imperfect
monastery, and with imperfect individuals. As followers of
Benedict, it is worth combating small faults and failings in
ourselves. Even if we fail, it is worth it. That is part of
conversion. When the imperfections of life encroach on
our spiritual lives, we almost create a second personality.
Maybe not the one we want, but the one others observe. Its
negative side is there, and it affects other people and all our
relationships. Our Christian “patina” is less evident when
we are daily bathed in our weaknesses.
Our faults, perhaps mostly temperamental, are left to
humble us. However, they do prevent other people from
seeing Christ in us. Most of us confess the same sins repeatedly. We cannot on our own totally
conquer these faults and sins. When others see that we are trying to overcome a fault or weakness
(no matter what it is), they will take courage themselves and keep on trying, and they will become
more tolerant as well. That kind of good will spreads. The daily examination of conscience has its
merits. Saint John Chrysostom wrote that “Should we do it for a month, we would find ourselves
fully clothed in virtue”. Frequent confession is still a great aid in overcoming our sins and faults.
That simply must be a part of “Conversion of Morals” we all profess as oblates and monks. I would
be remiss if I did not mention the importance of Eucharist whenever possible, private prayer,
scripture, and lectio. Someone once said that only the mediocre are always at their best. We already
know what we need to do and how to do it. If one is drowning and someone comes to rescue us, we
reach out to that saving hand. God is always close and ready to rescue us if we but listen, stretch out
our hand, and in humility ask.
Image found at Buddha grove quotes
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IN THE BEGINNING FATHER GERARD KIRSCH, OSB
April 1, 1957 saw the first big pour of concrete for Baran Hall... On April 4, Father Urban Feucht
(1927-2013) took a group of high school students to the science fair at the College of Puget Sound,
Tacoma... On April 5, Father Marian Esterman (1874-1957) underwent delicate eye surgery at
Columbus Hospital in Seattle to improve his vision... On April 6, Brother Charles Crowley (18761958) was hospitalized... On April 10, Father Damian Glenn (1907-1986), president of the college,
and Father Richard Cebula (1916-2004), dean of instruction met with the State Board of Education
in regard to a proposed teacher training program. On April 9, Father Jerome Toner (1899-1977) was
in Bellingham for a 2-day meeting of nurses’ associations... On April 12, Father Bertrand Trautman
(1918-1972) and several college students attended a 2-day conference of northwest Catholic colleges
at Mount Angel women’s [sic] college... On April 14, Mother Placidia OSB was at the abbey to
arrange for the use of the abbey theater for a benefit concert to aid the St. Placid building program.
On April 7, the 7 clerics studying at Mount Angel returned home for Holy Week… On April 18, heavy
showers complicated the pouring of the floor slab over the lounge at Baran Hall, but a clear sky after 3
PM allowed the cement pourers to achieve excellent results... On April 20, the monastic community
met to discuss preliminary sketch plans which had been developed to date for an abbey church... On
April 22, the clerics went to the ocean... On April 24, excavation work for the trench for the steam
lines for Baran Hall began at the utilities building... On April 26, Father Luke O’Donnell (19131999) was in Seattle attending a 2-day conference for persons interested in Greek and Latin classics...
On April 29, the high school schola made a very successful debut at the students’ Mass at 9 AM... On
April 30, Father Gerald Desmond (1904-1990) and Father William Dickerson attended a workshop
on pastoral counseling at the Tacoma public library to observe National Mental Health Week.
In other news, grants-in-aid for summer work were received by Father David Prebula (1918-2009)-$700 to participate in the summer institute for teachers of natural science at the University of
California- and by Father Urban Feucht--$680 from the University of Washington to participate in
the National Science Foundation summer institute... “Soaps and Detergents” was the subject of an
illustrated talk by Father Bede Ernsdorff (1909 -1982) to the Olympia Mothers’ Club on April 23...
Brother novices Patrick Lassila and Thomas Wolford have begun an electrical repair shop in the
basement of Placid Hall (now St. Raphael Hall)... A brief social after the final church history lecture
on April 23 at St. Edward’s parish hall, Shelton, brought to a close the lectures by Father Meinrad
Gaul (1907-1984).
A music workshop held in Spokane, June 18-27, would be attended by Father Eugene Kellenbenz
(1917-1982), head of the music department, and Father Michael Feeney (1919-2000), who directed
the high school schola. Father Paul Kucera (1887-1974) substituting for the pastor of Grass Valley,
California, Father Meinrad Gaul was assigned to replace him at Holy Rosary, Tacoma... Father
Bertrand Trautman was assigned to Visitation parish in Tacoma while Father Philip Bagan (19051992) was celebrating his silver anniversary of ordination during the month of July... Father Jerome
Toner addressed two PTA groups: on April 11, he discussed “The Scandals of Labor” at Christ the
King, Seattle, and on April 16 he was at Queen of Angels in Port Angeles to discuss “Industrial
Democracy —The Cure for Corruption”.
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From The Hill Boniface V. Lazzari, O.S.B.
Benedictine communities are composed of a diverse group of individuals, all of whom are
seeking God through a common life of prayer and work. We pray together as well as
individually. All members of the community have some work to do which contributes to life in
the community. For the past twenty-seven years, ABBOT NEAL ROTH has acted both as
abbot of our Benedictine community as well as chancellor of our Benedictine university. To
borrow from a poem of Charles Reznikoff, it was not because of victories in these offices that
he sang, but “for a day’s work done; as well as I was able.” A short time ago, ABBOT NEAL
announced to the Saint Martin’s community his intention to step down at the end of May to
allow someone younger to take up the reins.
ABBOT NEAL’s work has touched all areas of our major Saint Martin’s apostolates: Saint
Martin’s High School; Saint Martin’s College/University; and our parishes. His early
education, and some graduate work, was in the hands of Jesuit educators; he also studied with
Benedictines, both here and at Mount Angel Abbey in Oregon. He taught English, religion,
psychology, journalism and with this writer, drama. He variously served his community as
Guest Master, Prior, and Novice Master. As a very young monk he worked on the farm and in
the schools’ library under the late FATHER LUKE O’DONNELL. “BoniRoth. Productions”
provided an outlet for the thespian talents of many high school students for several years, as
well as entertainment for students and guests alike. As pastor in a parish, he worked with a
dummy and used his theater expertise for didactic purposes.
Ornithology is one of ABBOT NEAL’S great loves, and he enjoyed comparing notes on birds
seen and heard with the late FATHER CLEMENT PANGRATZ, a fellow ornithologist.
While it is not a Saint Martin’s custom for monks to have pets, ABBOT NEAL’S collection of
birds made of ceramic and porcelain is extensive.
Having done much more than a day’s work in his roles as abbot and chancellor as well as he
was able, that is to say, very well, ABBOT NEAL will have a mini-sabbatical of about six
months before returning to take his place once more in community. During that time, he will
have the holy leisure, if he wishes, to “stand and stare” (to quote W.H. Davies’ poem) after
many decades of intense work, for which his monastic community is very grateful.
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From The Hill - continued
The monastic community, headed by the Senior Council, is discerning the next step. A new
abbot can be elected from among the members of Saint Martin’s Abbey. A new abbot can be
elected from another abbey of our federation of abbeys. This happened in the case of our
ABBOT LAMBERT BURTON, who came from St. Benedict’s. A final possibility is the
appointment of a temporary administrator, which happened following the resignation of our
ABBOT DUNSTAN CURTIS. At that time FATHER HILARY THIMMESH, of Saint
John’s, our motherhouse, was appointed administrator, and was here for about two years.
In February, ABBOT NEAL attended a meeting of Benedictine abbots at Prince of Peace
Abbey, near San Diego, California. This is an annual event, though the location
varies… BROTHER MARK BONNEVILLE was also in Southern California at the same
time, representing the Abbey at the University's annual golf tournament in Palm
Desert… ABBOT NEAL hosted a farewell dinner on campus for long-time faculty
member Victor Kogan, who is retiring. Attending were Dr. Kogan’s son and daughter-inlaw, FATHER GEORGE SEIDEL, FATHER KILIAN MALVEY, and this writer. Dr.
Kogan’s son is Simon Kogan, the internationally known artist… BROTHER LUKE
DEVINE is an artist as well as a theologian and chair of the University's religious studies
department. He recently gave a lecture and later a workshop titled “City as Subject in
Digital Art.” His presentations focused on digital photography and computer image
editing software by Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. His power point included images
from cities which he had either lived in or had visited.
Anticipate the joys of the Easter season and do your day’s work as well as you possibly
can.

Image found at www.crosswalk.com
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In the works
A short time ago we sent out a survey and we got over 60% response. Thank you for your prompt return of
this information. The council and Brother Edmund are meeting regularly and are currently working on a
mission statement and guidelines. Please feel free to contact us with your thoughts and ideas as you review
SMA Oblate Mission Statement (revised 2020)
St. Martin’s Abbey Oblates are people who earnestly seek a more deeply spiritual life rooted in God according
to the Holy Rule of St. Benedict. The Oblate lives and works in the secular world guided by the wisdom of
Benedictine life.
Oblate Promises
According to the Holy Rule of St. Benedict, an Oblate’s life increasingly becomes a generous Oblation or
offering of self to God. Oblates share in the spiritual union of friendship with the monastic community that is
ever renewing their spirituality by stability, perseverance, and constant conversion.
Stability
Oblates promise stability to St. Martin’s Abbey thereby attaching themselves to this particular community.
While we are not members of a monastic order, oblates can promise stability to all those in our wider
communities such as our town or city, the greater Benedictine and Catholic world, our families, our work
environments, and our local parishes. Let us discover and hold onto stability in Faith.
Hospitality: We seek to be welcoming to all those who come to us for solace, prayer and peace. We seek to
help our fellow pilgrims along the journey of faith and welcoming each person as Christ himself.
Oblation: as an exercise of our promise of stability, oblates should feel compelled to give of their
time and/or money to the support of the St. Martin’s Oblate community.
Obedience
The word obedience does not just mean doing what you are told. Obedience comes from the Latin word for
“listen” so it involves a listening to the one to whom obedience is due, recognizing and trusting that they have
our best interests at heart. Obedience is a listening, accepting and following action as a way of cultivating a
disciplined, intentional life that is yearning to be obedient to God.
Open Listening: We seek to learn by respectfully listening to the voice of God as it is conveyed by Sacred
Scriptures and writings, our fellow Oblates, monks, friends, and families.
Oblation: as an exercise of our promise of obedience oblates should feel compelled to attend oblate
meetings and functions as much as they are able in order to better listen to the call of obedience from
the community.
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In the works
Conversion
Oblates promise to convert their lives to the gospel through a monastic way of life lived out in their particular
life circumstances. The monastic life is one of work and prayer, ora et labora. Through our work and prayer,
we bring value and dignity to each human being.
Prayer: We seek communion with God through Prayer, meditation and spiritual reading.
Selfless Service: We seek and encourage a constant giving of ourselves through our work, in our Oblate community, parish community and greater community
Oblation: as an exercise of our promise of conversion oblates, should feel compelled to join with the
monastic community in our work and prayer. They should desire to pray the Divine Office daily, practice
lectio Divina, spiritual reading, private devotions of prayers. They should also live out their oblation
through works of service either with the monastic community, their local parish, or other works of service
in their community. Oblates should feel compelled to share with the oblate director and perhaps the oblate
community, the works of service they are involved in.

Image found at culture.pl
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A Tribute to Abbot Neal by Oblate Mary Randall.
The first time I met Abbot Neal Roth, OSB, was in a conversation we had while he was parochial
vicar of Sacred Heart Catholic Church in Lacey. At the time, I was discerning between working for
Saint Martin’s College’s Financial Aid Office or working for a local radio station after a ten years
hiatus from the career world as a stay-at-home mom married with three young children. That was in
August, 1983.
Prior to that conversation, I felt Abbot Neal was so holy that I wasn’t qualified to be in his presence.
Our next formal conversation was when he was Oblate Director of the Abbey working from an office
within the college. At the time I was seeking a deeper relationship with Our Lord through a more
disciplined spiritual life. Within a year I was formally invested as an Oblate. To this day, I thank
Abbot Neal for his gracious invitation to seek God as a Benedictine Oblate. That was in May, 1986
when I took my final Oblation.
Upon learning that I had a bachelors degree in communication journalism, Abbot Neal persuaded me
to create and be editor of our Oblate Newsletter. A month later he resigned as Oblate Director taking
on another role. Yet, he remained committed to writing a column himself each time an edition of the
Oblate Newsletter was printed. He never wavered in this commitment. I was editor and chief of this
newsletter from 1986 until the year 2000. While He continued to write articles my responsibilities
grew elsewhere and with some regret I retired as editor. I am thankful for his Strengths of Consistency
and Connectedness which ran like a thread through his articles. We have gleaned so much from his
wisdom and knowledge of the Rule. When I was editor, he asked me what he should write about and I
would always say, “The Oblates are always hungry for the Rule. You can never write enough about
the Holy Rule.” He often used his other Strengths of Developer and Restorative in writing these
articles and I thank him for his years of diligence to this assignment.
Over the years we became good friends and I witnessed several instances when he used his Strength
of Harmony achieving common ground when conflict was in the horizon.
How can one put into a single article all of the accomplishments this man has done both as Abbot of
the monastery and Chancellor of the University. He is a mover and a shaker and the number of
University buildings constructed during his 27 year span in office is unparalleled. Nor can it be
disputed the number of people he empowered spiritually through his words and actions.
Thank you Abbot Neal for your energy and spirit that you shared so humbly with all of us. May God
continue to bless you in your next phase of life you “Good and Faithful Servant of the Lord.”
In the Spirit of Saint Benedict,
Mary Randall, Oblate
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On the Book Shelf
When you read one of the suggested books or other book that you find in good taste please
send your review to the Oblate Director so we all can learn with you.

In The Company of Jesus by James Martin, S.J.

Humble Aspiration, Constructing an Early
Christian Ideal by Bernadette McNary-Zak

This is My Body by Ella Johnson

Prayer Requests
Oblate Bill Lagreid, RIP
Oblate Dean Morgan very ill and on hospice at Panorama
City.
Oblate Joshua Roberts who is declining and terminal.
Oblate Michael Roberts in long-term care.
Thein Nguyen (Father of Fr. Marion) in rehabilitation &
getting stronger.
All those deprived of Mass and the Eucharist.
For those isolated and ill Oblates in need of prayer.

Image found at Picserio.com
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May 3rd — Oblate Community Sunday
Come join us for Mass in the Abbey church at 11 A.M. Join us for social time. Food is available for purchase in the student cafeteria. Presentation by Oblate Bede Colvin.
At 1:30 attend a presentation in the Abbey Church by . It is Investiture and Oblation time
for those ready. Those wishing to enter or complete this process please contact Brother Edmund with your intention.
If we need to cancel we will send Emails out. So please doubt check the website to see if our
virus has calmed down by May before traveling to the Abbey

Study the Rule of Saint Benedict.
April 5th, Cancelled. The Study of the Rule, here at the Abbey, is canceled until further
notice. It is better when we can meet in person for discussion, but until then I ask that those of
you who are interested in this study can do it on your own. If you wish a copy of the Study
Guide, please contact the Oblate Director and one can be sent to you for $30. Don’t put your
Oblation or faith on the back burner.
With luck we can resume in June and study the Holy Rule with Br. Edmund and other Oblates. 2p.m. first Sundays when there is no Regular Oblate Day. We meet in the guest dining
room in Old Main across hall from the monastic dining room. (ground level).
June 7th,
Aug. 2nd,
Oct. 4th,
Nov 1st.
Oblate Community dates for 2020
July 12th (Potluck picnic)
August 8th Oblate Lodge Retreat
September 6th (Investitures and Oblations)
November 20– 22, 4th Annual Fundraising Bazaar this year in the Trautman Union Building.
December 6th Oblate Sunday
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Need more information about these Goods Works contact the Oblate Director. Brother Edmund Ebbers OSB
Saint Martin’s Abbey, 5000 Abbey Way SE Lacey, WA 98503
Phone: 360—438—4457 Email: br_edmund@stmartin.edu

Rosary work and knitting can continue so
long as no one comes that may have an
illness.

Rosary Makers
Time: 1:00pm to 3:00pm First Saturday of the month. No meeting in
July.
Location: Guest dining room of
Old Main across from the Monastery refectory.
Rosary Makers/Helpers are always
appreciated to help in this ministry
for the missions and military. Your
help will make the difference in
the spiritual life of someone.
Please do come. Supplies are
available

Lambert lodge
Time: 10:00 - 3:00
The day includes prayers, work, and a potluck. If
you are interested in lending a hand contact
Brother Edmund

Newborn Hat Project for Tanzania
Newborn Hat Project for Tanzania
continues:
Time: 1:00 pm - 3:30 pm.
First Saturday of the month.
Exception: no meeting in July
Location: Guest dining room of Old
Main across from the Monastery
refectory.
If you can make newborn or infants hat
please and join us or make and
send them to the Oblate Director.

Gardening and Wood:
Saturdays 1:00pm to 3:30pm
Help keep up the Abbey grounds and
make firewood out of the tons of logs
we have. All help is greatly appreciated.
I will not ask you to operate any machinery, maybe a maul, if you can swing
it. But there is stacking that is useful.
Presently I am getting enough split to
take to our Lambert Lodge for the winter months. Additional wood goes into
structured stacks to give to the needy for
small donations to cover some of our
cost of machinery maintenance. This is
charity in action.

Saint Martin’s Abbey
5000 Abbey Way S.E.
Lacey, WA 98503
Return Service Requested

Oblates Mission Statement
St. Martin’s Abbey Oblates are people who earnestly seek a more deeply
spiritual life rooted in God according to the Holy Rule of St. Benedict. The
Oblate lives and works in the secular world guided by the wisdom of
Benedictine life.

We can be found on the web at www.saintmartinsabbey.org

